
Seismology (G317)

Lab.NO.1

Locating Earthquake Epicenter
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Q/ Determine the location of the earthquake that was 
recorded in the three seismograms below.
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The Seismogram
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Seismic wave behavior:
1- P waves arrive first, then S waves, then L and R.

2- Average speeds for all these waves is known

3- After an earthquake, the difference in arrival times at a seismograph 

station can be used to calculate the distance from the seismograph to 

epicenter. the epicenter.
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Locating an Earthquake Epicenter
Triangulate or Triangulation : is the process of determining three 

the epicenter. Where,the identify to angleslocation of a point 
location of an earthquake’s epicenter is found by plotting circles 
on a map from the records of three seismograph stations and 
finding the point where the three circles intersect (that means to 
use three positions to determine an exact location).
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http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Angles


Solution Steps:

1. Seismographs record seismic waves. 

2. From seismograph record called the seismogram, measure time delay 

between P & S wave arrival. 

3. Use travel time curve to determine distance to earthquake as function of 

P-S time delay .

4. Plot a circle around seismograph location; radius of circle is the distance to 

the earthquake. 

5. Do the same thing for at least 3 seismograph stations; circles intersect at 

epicenter. Thus, point is triangulated and epicenter is located.
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Time-distance graph
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Note:
If there is not any type of time-distance 
graph, you can calculate the distance from 
the following equation:

Velocity or Speeds =Distance / Time
(The speed is known in the question, for 
example, 100 km/sec)

Distance= Velocity * Time  
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Seismology (G317)

Lab.NO.2 

Determine the Size and Strength of an Earthquake 

(The Magnitude)

First Method
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Determining the magnitude of an earthquake:

is the measure of total amount of energy released by Magnitude :
an  earthquake. 

There are several different ways to measure magnitude. 

, named for the Richter ScaleMost common magnitude measure is 
renowned seismologist, Charles Richter. 

Richter Magnitude

*Measure amplitude of largest S wave on seismograph record. 

refers to the amount of damage done in an earthquake.Intensity: 
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Q/ Determine the magnitude of an earthquake that 
was recorded in seismogram below.
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MagnitudeAmplitude(mm)S-P (sec)NO.

2011

20102

20503

0.2204

2.0205

20.0206

Q/ Determine the Richter magnitude of the  following 
earthquakes by using the Nomogram scale
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Seismology (G317)

Lab.NO.3 

Determine the Size and Strength of an Earthquake 

(The Magnitude)

Second Method
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Calculating the magnitude of earthquake using equations.

For a set of earthquakes, the following information data are 
given below in table (1). 
Calculate the magnitude & intensity of these earthquakes.

Important Relations:
M = Log A + 3 Log ∆ -3.37
M= 1.3 + 0.6 Imax →        Imax =  

M= Magnitude of earthquake. 
A = Maximum trace amplitude of body waves.
∆ = Epicenter distance.
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IMA (microns)∆ (km)

0.55200

0.68420

0.85615

1.35815

1.50980

5.01200

7.51450

10.81630

15.01800

20.31950
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Seismology (G317)

Lab.NO.4 

Earthquake Focal Mechanisms Solution (F.M.S) 

(Fault Plane Solution)
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The aim of the laboratory:
To know the type of fault responsible for the 
occurrence of the earthquake, as well as to 
know the type of forces that cause the 
occurrence of the fault and the depth of the 
focus.
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Focal depthBeach ballType of faultType of force

0 – 70 km

Shallow focus

Normal

(Rifting zone)

Tension

(Divergent)

70– 300 km

Intermediate focus

Reverse or Thrust

(Subduction zone)

Compression

(Convergent)

300 – 700 km

Deep focus

Strike slip

1-Right-lateral (Dextral)

2-Left-lateral (Sinistral)

Transform
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Important notes: 
1- The movement is always from white towards black. 
2- The black part is C, and it expresses Compression or 
(Shortening), while white part is D, and it expresses 
Dilatation or (Tension ).

3- For waves, there is a polarity, which is the 
movement of the wave up or down. Upward 

movement  is Compressive (C) or  (+),  downward 
movement is tensile (D) or (-).

4- The auxiliary axis is the axis perpendicular to the 
fault plane.



Methods of F.M.S: 
1- Moment tensor (software):
The fault drawing and the location of the 
earthquake are given, and we fall directly 
on the sphere and determine the type of 
fault and the type of forces causing it, as 
in the example given of two faults in the 
middle of the ocean ridge. 



Methodology:
1- Draw fault plane which is a line parallel to the first fault 
on the first circle (which represents the projection of forces 
or the first movement). This line must pass through the 
center of the circle. 
2- Draw a line perpendicular to the first line and it passes 
through the center of the circle, which represents Axial 
plane (Auxiliary plane).
3- Isolate compressive forces (Black circle) from tensile 
forces (White circle) by drawing a great circle. 
4- Define the movement from the white area to the black 
area and draw the direction of motion on the fault to know 
its type. 
5- Repeat the same procedure for the second fault on the 
second circle.



2- First motion (graphic):
Methodology: 
1- A map of the area is given, including earthquakes, 
stations, and a scale drawing. 
2- Organize a table as in the next slide.
3- Used stereoscopic projection to fall Strike or ( 
Azimuth) as a linear element (point), the dip from 
the outside to the inside.
4- Draw the boundary between the white circle and 
the black circle and extract the type of fault and the 
forces that cause it. 
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Q/ Drawing Nodal Planes 
The outline map below labeled Figure 1.a shows the positions of two 
earthquakes recorded on the Mid-Atlantic ridge system. Lower 
hemispheres of focal spheres of earthquakes 1 and 2 are also shown 
in Figures 1.b and 1.c.

a. Draw the nodal planes on Figures 1.b and 1c. 
Remember that the nodal planes must be perpendicular to each 
other. You can't do this very accurately but you can draw the nodal 
planes with sufficient care to indicate that the nodal planes are 
perpendicular to each other and do divide the focal sphere into four 
sectors of equal

size.
b. Identify the fault types that generated earthquakes 1 and 2.
c. From the tectonic setting, what are the depth ranges you would 
expect for earthquakes 1 and 2 ?
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Figure 1. (a) Location of 
earthquakes 1 and 2 on the 
Mid-Atlantic Ridge. (b)
Direction of first motion for 
earthquake 1. (c) Direction of 
first motion for earthquake 2. 
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Earthquake
Station



Q/ Developing a fault plane solution data set from 
seismic records. 
The table below lists the following quantities for a 
particular earthquake: (1) code of
seismic station; (2) epicentral distance (Δ, in degrees 
of arc) of that station from the
earthquake; (3) azimuth (Az) from earthquake to 
station; and (4) the sense of the first Pwave
first motion (compression [C] or dilatation [D]) 
observed at that station. 
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First MotionAz (0)i (0)( 0)Station

35814NEW

D6518GW01

C14718GW02

D16018GW03

9918HKT

C25019GW05

C33619GW04

2223FFC

D6225GW08

D24025GW10

9230DWPF

33836COLA

14043PAYG

9747SJG

D23255GW06

C25455GW09

13459NNA

D16067GW07

33370YAK

3374ESK

2576KONO

D22487GW11
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GEOS 322

i (0)( 0)i (0)( 0)

25544713

24494515

23514317

22553918

22593521

21633223

20673025

19712927

18752929

17792931

16832833

15872835

14912737

14952641
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